[Non invasive assessment of embryo quality: proteomics, metabolomics and oocyte-cumulus dialogue].
Preimplantation embryo development is one of the key features with implantation itself to achieve a pregnancy. Assisted Reproductive Technologies both in human and animal have improved our knowledge on these events, although it remains elusive to predict embryo potential to give a baby. Among various ways to define embryo viability, noninvasive approaches get a serious advantage linked to the final transfer of the embryo. Techniques devoted to characterize the embryo secretome using proteomic or metabolomic approaches may be non invasive. Based on a direct identification of products of the embryo metabolism or an assessment of profile(s) related with embryo viability, they have greatly improved their sensitivity to allow their use in clinical embryology, once validated. Oocyte-cumulus dialogue, as a key factor for oocyte competence to meiosis and embryo development, was particularly concerned with both genomic and proteomic assessment of cumulus cells. While it is not possible to designate at the time being which among these approaches will be robust and cost-efficient enough to help routinely the clinical embryologist in assisted reproductive techniques (ART), one can predict that our ability to select the "right" embryo will combine morphological criteria already available with validated biomarkers.